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J.K. Rowling’s five–film 
Fantastic Beasts adventure 
series continues with the 
original screenplay for 
Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes 
of Grindelwald.

FANTASTIC BEASTS: 
THE CRIMES OF 
GRINDELWALD
J.K. Rowling
Hardback 9781408711705 | $39.99  
Little, Brown

At the end of Fantastic Beasts and Where to 
Find Them, the powerful Dark wizard Gellert 
Grindelwald was captured in New York with the 
help of Newt Scamander. Making good on his 
threat, Grindelwald escapes custody and sets 
about gathering followers, most unsuspecting 
of his true agenda: to raise pure-blood wizards 
up to rule over all non-magical beings.

In an effort to thwart Grindelwald’s plans, Albus 
Dumbledore enlists Newt, his former Hogwarts 
student, to help once again–unaware of the 
dangers that lie ahead. Lines are drawn as love 
and loyalty are tested, even among the truest 
friends and family.

The second original screenplay from J.K. 
Rowling, illustrated with stunning line art from 
MinaLima, expands on earlier events that 
helped shaped the wizarding world, with some 
surprising nods to the Harry Potter stories that 
will delight fans of both the books and films.

J.K. ROWLING is the author of the record–
breaking, multi-award-winning Harry Potter 
novels. The series has sold over 500 million 
copies, been translated into over 80 languages, 
and made into eight blockbuster films.

J.K. Rowling 
Location: Scotland, UK

The dramatic story of Captain 
William Bligh, Fletcher 
Christian and history’s most 
famous mutiny, brought to life 
by Peter FitzSimons, Australia’s 
storyteller.

MUTINY ON 
THE BOUNTY
Peter FitzSimons
Hardback 9780733634116 | $49.99  
Ebook 9780733634123 | $19.99 
Hachette Australia

Commissioned by the Royal Navy to collect 
breadfruit plants from Tahiti and take them 
to the West Indies, the Bounty’s crew found 
themselves in a tropical paradise. Five months 
later, they did not want to leave. Under the 
leadership of Fletcher Christian most of the 
crew mutinied soon after sailing from Tahiti, 
setting Captain William Bligh and 18 loyal 
crewmen adrift in a small open boat. In one 
of history’s great feats of seamanship, Bligh 
navigated this tiny vessel for 3618 nautical 
miles to Timor.

The mutineers sailed back to Tahiti, where 
most remained and were later tried for 
mutiny. But Christian, along with eight fellow 
mutineers, sailed off into the unknown, 
eventually discovering the isolated Pitcairn 
Island and settling there.

This astonishing story is historical adventure 
at its very best – a sprawling, dramatic tale of 
intrigue, bravery and sheer boldness.
 
PETER FITZSIMONS is Australia’s 
bestselling non–fiction writer, and for the 
past 30 years has also been a journalist and 
columnist with the Sydney Morning Herald 
and the Sun–Herald.

Peter FitzSimons 
Location: Sydney, Australia
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The twisty and gripping 
new adventure in the 
unputdownable Stephanie 
Plum series by Janet 
Evanovich, the No.1 New York 
Times bestselling author of 
Turbo Twenty-Three and One 
For The Money.

LOOK ALIVE 
TWENTY-FIVE 
Janet Evanovich
Trade Paperback 9781472246073 | $29.99 
Ebook 9781472246066 | $14.99  
Headline

A thrilling and fast-paced mystery in the 
much-loved Stephanie Plum series from 
No. 1 New York Times bestselling author 
Janet Evanovich. 

There’s nothing like a good deli, and the Red 
River Deli in Trenton is one of the best. World-
famous for its pastrami, coleslaw, and for its 
disappearing managers. Over the last month, 
three have vanished from the face of the earth, 
and the only clue in each case is one shoe 
that’s been left behind. The police are baffled. 
Lula is convinced that it’s a case of alien 
abduction. Whatever it is, they’d better figure 
out what’s going on before they lose their new 
manager, Ms. Stephanie Plum.

JANET EVANOVICH is the No. 1 New York 
Times bestselling author of the Stephanie Plum 
novels. She has won several major crime fiction 
awards including the CWA John Creasey 
Award, Dilys Award and Silver Dagger.

Janet Evanovich 
Location: New Hampshire, 
USA
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SKYWARD
Brandon Sanderson
Trade Paperback 9781473217867 | $29.99 
Ebook 9781473217881 | $14.99 
Gollancz

Spensa’s world has been under attack for 
hundreds of years. An alien race called the 
Krell leads onslaught after onslaught from the 
sky in a never-ending campaign to destroy 
humankind. Humanity’s only defense is to take 
to their ships and fight the enemy in the skies. 
Pilots have become the heroes of what’s left of 
the human race.

Spensa has always dreamed of being one of 
them; of soaring above Earth and proving her 
bravery. But her fate is intertwined with her 
father’s – a pilot who was killed years ago when 
he abruptly deserted his team, placing Spensa’s 
chances of attending flight school somewhere 
between slim and none.

No one will let Spensa forget what her father 
did, but she is still determined to fly. And the 
Krell just made that a possibility. They’ve 
doubled their fleet, making Spensa’s world twice 
as dangerous . . . but their desperation to survive 
might just take her skyward . . .

BRANDON SANDERSON has written, 
amongst others, the Mistborn books, and 
began the internationally bestselling 
Stormlight Archive. He was also chosen by 
Robert Jordan’s family to complete Jordan’s 
Wheel of Time Sequence. 

From Brandon Sanderson, 
the No.1 New York Times 
bestselling author, comes the 
first book in an epic new series 
about a girl who dreams of 
becoming a pilot in a world at 
war for humanity’s future.

Brandon Sanderson 
Location: Utah, USA
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FED UP
Gemma Hartley
Trade Paperback 9781473687462 | $29.99   
Ebook 9781473687455 | $14.99  
Yellow Kite

Gemma Hartley wrote an article in Harper’s 
Bazaar in September 2017 called ‘Women 
Aren’t Nags – We’re Just Fed Up’, which 
instantly went viral. The piece, and this book, is 
about ‘emotional labour’, i.e. the unpaid, often 
unnoticed, work done by women that goes into 
keeping everyone comfortable and happy.

Fed Up tackles the hard-hitting issues 
surrounding emotional labour: the historical 
underpinnings and roots in feminism, the 
benefits and burdens of this kind of effort, and 
the specific contexts where emotional labour 
plays a major but undervalued role, including 
relationships, work, sex, parenting, politics and 
self-care.

Dubbed as the next feminist frontier, emotional 
labour couldn’t be more relevant to these times 
we’re living in. Fed Up is a must-read for those 
who want to harness the power of emotional 
labour and create a more connected, equal 
world.

GEMMA HARTLEY is a freelance journalist 
who received her BA in English Writing from 
the University of Nevada, Reno. Her work has 
been published in Glamour, the Washington 
Post, Harper’s Bazaar, Women’s Health, and 
the Huffington Post among many others.

A groundbreaking exploration 
of feminism’s most buzzy topic.

Gemma Hartley 
Location: Nevada, USA

I MIGHT REGRET THIS
Abbi Jacobson
Trade Paperback 9780349010878 | $32.99 
Ebook 9780349010854 | $14.99 
Virago

When Abbi Jacobson announced to friends 
and acquaintances that she planned to drive 
across the country alone, she was met with 
lots of questions and opinions: why wasn’t she 
going with friends? Wouldn’t it be incredibly 
lonely? The North route is better! Was it safe 
for a woman? The Southern route is the way 
to go! You should bring mace! And a common 
one . . . why? But Abbi had always found 
comfort in solitude, and needed space to step 
back and hit the reset button. 

As she spent time in each city and town on her 
way to Los Angeles, she mulled over the big 
questions: What do I really want? What is the 
worst possible scenario in which I could run 
into my ex? How has the decision to wear my 
shirts tucked in been pivotal in my adulthood? 

In this collection of anecdotes, observations 
and reflections, readers will feel like they’re in 
the passenger seat on a fun and, ultimately, 
inspiring journey. 

ABBI JACOBSON is an American comedian, 
writer, actress and illustrator. She is best 
known as the Series Creator, Executive 
Producer and star of the critically acclaimed 
Comedy Central series, Broad City.  

A memoir in essays by Abbi 
Jacobson, the co-creator and 
co-star of hit comedy series 
Broad City.

Abbi Jacobson 
Location: Virginia, USA
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Mick Wall 
Location: Oxfordshire, UK

Ben Aaronovitch 
Location: London, UK

LIES SLEEPING  
Ben Aaronovitch
Trade Paperback 9781473207820 | $29.99 
Ebook 9781473207844 | $14.99 | Gollancz 

Martin Chorley, aka the Faceless Man, wanted 
for multiple counts of murder, fraud and 
crimes against humanity, has been unmasked 
and is on the run.

Peter Grant, Detective Constable and 
apprentice wizard, now plays a key role in 
an unprecedented joint operation to bring 
Chorley to justice.

But even as the unwieldy might of the 
Metropolitan Police bears down on its foe, 
Peter uncovers clues that Chorley, far from 
being finished, is executing the final stages of 
a long-term plan.

BEN AARONOVITCH has written for many 
TV series’ including Doctor Who, and was a 
bookseller. His Peter Grant novels have been 
hugely successful and he now writes full time. 

WHEN GIANTS WALKED 
THE EARTH   
Mick Wall
Trade Paperback 9781409180609 | $32.99  
Ebook 9781409180623 | $14.99 | Trapeze

Over ten years after When Giants Walked 
The Earth – Mick’s seminal biography of Led 
Zeppelin – comes this major and extensively 
researched revision, which provides an 
unflinching look at life inside one of the 
biggest-selling rock bands of all time, and 
present, the definitive, final word on Led 
Zeppelin.

Mick Wall tells the story no-holds-barred of the 
band that wrote the rulebook for on-the-road 
excess – and eventually paid the price for it, 
with disaster, drug addiction and death.

MICK WALL is the UK’s best-known rock 
writer, author and TV and radio programme 
maker. He is the author of numerous critically 
acclaimed books, including definitive, 
bestselling titles on Led Zeppelin, Metallica, 
AC/DC, Black Sabbath, and the The Doors. 

DRAFT

Bernadette Russell 
Location: London, UK

Philip Norman 
Location: London, UK

SLOWHAND: THE LIFE AND 
MUSIC OF ERIC CLAPTON 
Philip Norman
Trade Paperback 9781474606561 | $32.99 
Ebook 9781474606585 | $14.99 | W&N 

Eric Clapton is acknowledged as rock’s greatest 
virtuoso, the unrivalled master of its most 
essential tool, the solid-body electric guitar.  

No life has been more rock ‘n’ roll than 
Clapton’s in his epic consumption of drugs and 
alcohol, or his insatiable appetite for expensive 
cars, clothes, and women.

With the benefit of unrestricted access to 
family members, close friends and fellow 
musicians, and his encyclopedic knowledge of 
Clapton’s life, Philip Norman has written the 
definitive portrait of the insecure, often pain-
racked man.

PHILIP NORMAN joined the Sunday Times 
at 22, soon gaining a reputation as Atticus 
columnist and for his profiles of figures as 
diverse as Elizabeth Taylor, Little Richard and 
Colonel Gaddafi.

THE LITTLE BOOK OF 
WONDER
Bernadette Russell
Trade Paperback 9781409183013 | $16.99  
Ebook 9781409183020 | $9.99 | Orion Spring

When was the last time you felt ‘wonder’? 
The feeling of amazement and admiration, 
caused by something beautiful, remarkable, 
or unfamiliar is one that, as children, we 
experienced often. But as adults we have 
grown tired and cynical and spend more time 
looking down at our phones than looking up 
at the sky. We no longer experience the power 
of awe nor its proven benefits.

The Little Book of Wonder encourages you to 
be creative, feel curious and wonder about the 
world around us.

BERNADETTE RUSSELL is a writer, performer 
and storyteller living in London. She is a 
columnist for Balance magazine, writing a 
monthly musing on the theme of kindness.
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M. R. Carey 
Location: New Barnet, UK

Peter Conradi 
and Mark Logue 
Location: London, UK

THE KING’S WAR
Peter Conradi and Mark Logue
Trade Paperback 9781782065975 | $32.99  
Ebook 9781782065982 | $14.99 | Quercus

The broadcast that George VI made on the 
outbreak of war in September 1939 was the 
product of years of hard work with Lionel 
Logue, his iconoclastic Australian-born speech 
therapist. Yet the relationship between the two 
men did not end there. Far from it: in the years 
that followed, Logue was to play an even more 
important role at the monarch’s side. 
The King’s War follows this relationship 
through the dark days of Dunkirk and the 
drama of D–Day to eventual victory in 1945 – 
and beyond. 

PETER CONRADI is an author and journalist. 
He works for the Sunday Times.

MARK LOGUE is the grandson of Lionel 
Logue. He is a filmmaker and the custodian of 
the Logue Archive. 

SOMEONE LIKE ME 
M. R. Carey
Trade Paperback 9780356509471 | $29.99 
Ebook 9780356509488 | $16.99 | Orbit

Liz Kendall wouldn’t hurt a fly. 

Even when times get tough, she’s devoted to 
bringing up her kids in a loving home.

But there’s another side to Liz, one that’s 
dark and malicious. A version of her that will 
do anything to get her way – no matter how 
extreme.

And when this other side of her takes control, 
the consequences are devastating.

M. R. CAREY has been making up stories for 
most of his life. His novel The Girl With All the 
Gifts has sold over a million copies and became 
a major motion picture, based on his own 
BAFTA Award-nominated screenplay. Under 
the name Mike Carey he has written for both 
DC and Marvel, including critically acclaimed 
runs on Lucifer, Hellblazer and X–Men. 

Dominique Loreau 
Location: Japan

Rachel Abbott 
Location: Channel Islands

AND SO IT BEGINS
Rachel Abbott
Trade Paperback 9781472254900 | $29.99   
Ebook 9781472254924 | $14.99 | Wildfire

Mark and Evie had a whirlwind romance. Evie 
brought Mark back to life after the sudden 
death of his first wife. Cleo, Mark’s sister, 
knows she should be happy for him. But Cleo 
doesn’t trust Evie . . .

When Evie starts having accidents at home, 
her friends grow concerned. Could Mark be 
causing her injuries? Called out to their cliff-
top house one night, Sergeant Stephanie King 
finds two bodies entangled on blood-drenched 
sheets.

Where does murder begin? As the accused 
stands trial, the jury is forced to consider – is 
there ever a proper defense for murder?

RACHEL ABBOTT began her career with Only 
the Innocent. Since then, she has published five 
further psychological thrillers and sold over 
2.75 million copies.

L’ART DE LA LISTE 
Dominique Loreau
Trade Paperback 9781409182917 | $26.99 
Ebook 9781409182931 | $14.99 | Trapeze  
 
Drawing on her 25 years spent in Japan, 
Dominique applies the principle of ‘less is 
more’ to how we organise our daily lives.  

She explores how lists are powerful and highly 
efficient tools that can improve our everyday 
lives, particularly with our ever-growing 
lack of time. With Dominique’s advice and 
techniques, we learn how to organise our 
daily routines, to clear and liberate our minds 
allowing for the time and place to enrich our 
inner selves.

DOMINIQUE LOREAU is a French essayist 
who has lived in Japan since the 1970s. After 
fully adopting the Japanese way of life, she 
now offers seminars for those who want to 
simplify their lives. L’art de la Simplicité was 
published in France in 2005 by Laffont and is 
an international bestseller.

DRAFT
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Stephen King 
Location: Maine, USA

RuPaul 
Location: USA

GURU
RuPaul
Hardback 9780751573831 | $29.99 
Ebook 9780751573824 | $14.99 | Sphere

A timeless collection of philosophies from 
renaissance performer and the world’s most 
famous shape-shifter, RuPaul, whose sage 
outlook has created an unprecedented career for 
more than 35 years. GuRu is packed with more 
than 80 beautiful photographs that illustrate the 
concept of building the life you want from the 
outside in and the inside out.

If you think this book is just about ‘doing drag’, 
you are sorely mistaken, because for RuPaul, 
drag is merely a device to deactivate the identity-
based ego and allow space for the unlimited.

RUPAUL produces and hosts the reality 
competition series RuPaul’s Drag Race, for which 
he received two Primetime Emmy Awards in 
2016 and 2017. Named one of Time Magazine’s 
100 Most Influential People of 2017, RuPaul has a 
loyal fanbase of more than four million followers 
on social media.

ELEVATION
Stephen King
Hardback 9781473691520 | $29.99  
Ebook 9781473691544 | $14.99 | Hodder & Stoughton 

Castle Rock is a small town, where word gets 
around quickly.  That’s why Scott Carey wants to 
confide only in his friend, Doctor Bob Ellis, about 
his strange condition: he’s losing weight without 
getting thinner, and the scales register the same 
when he is in his clothes or out of them, however 
heavy they are.  

As the town prepares for its annual 
Thanksgiving 12k run, unlikely alliances form 
and the mystery of Scott’s affliction brings out 
the best in people who have indulged the worst 
in themselves and others.

STEPHEN KING is the author of more than 50 
books, all of them worldwide bestsellers. His 
recent work includes Sleeping Beauties. Many of 
King’s books have been turned into celebrated 
films, television series’ and streamed events 
including The Shawshank Redemption, Gerald’s 
Game and It.
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Mike Thomson 
Location: UK

Elly Griffiths 
Location: Brighton, UK

THE STRANGER DIARIES
Elly Griffiths
Trade Paperback 9781786487407 | $29.99   
Ebook 9781786487421 | $14.99 | Quercus 

Clare Cassidy is no stranger to murder. As a 
literature teacher specialising in the Gothic 
writer RM Holland, she teaches a short course 
on it every year. Then Clare’s life and work 
collide tragically when one of her colleagues is 
found dead, a line from an RM Holland story by 
her body. The investigating police detective is 
convinced the writer’s works somehow hold the 
key to the case.

Not knowing who to trust, and afraid that the 
killer is someone she knows, Clare confides her 
darkest suspicions and fears about the case to 
her journal. Then one day she notices some other 
writing in the diary. Writing that isn’t hers . . .

ELLY GRIFFITHS worked in publishing before 
becoming a full-time writer. Her bestselling series 
of Dr Ruth Galloway novels has won the CWA 
Dagger in the Library.

SYRIA’S SECRET LIBRARY 
Mike Thomson
Trade Paperback 9781474605915 | $32.99 
Ebook 9781474605939 | $14.99 | W&N

Down in the basement of a bombed building 
in a heavily shelled area of Darayya there is a 
secret library. 

More than 14,000 books are stacked neatly on 
home-made shelves, arranged according to 
author and subject. They are checked in and 
out meticulously. Those within read quietly, 
drinking tea on comfortable sofas and chairs. 
A small oasis of normality in a country at war 
with itself.

Darayya’s secret library is an extraordinary 
place, but this book is about more than that. 
It is about the people for whom the library 
is a symbol of hope; ordinary lives in an 
extraordinary situation.
 
MIKE THOMSON is a full-time, award-
winning novelist, and a professional script 
writer for film and TV. His novels have been 
published all over the world. 
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Jostein Gaarder 
Location: Oslo, Norway

Nana Kwame Adjei–Brenyah 
Location: New York, USA

FRIDAY BLACK 
Nana Kwame Adjei–Brenyah
Hardback 9781787476011 | $29.99  
Ebook 9781787475991 | $14.99 | riverrun

Racism, but ‘managed’ through virtual reality. 
Black Friday, except you die in a bargain-crazed 
throng. Happiness, but pharmacological. Love, 
despite everything. 

Friday Black tackles urgent instances of racism 
and cultural unrest, and explores the many 
ways we fight for humanity in an unforgiving 
world. 

With outstanding praise from the likes of Man 
Booker Prize winner George Saunders, Roxane 
Gay and Jonathan Dee. Friday Black heralds a 
vital new voice in contemporary fiction.

NANA KWAME ADJEI-BRENYAH is from 
Spring Valley, New York. He graduated from 
SUNY Albany and went on to receive his MFA 
from Syracuse University.

AN UNRELIABLE MAN  
Jostein Gaarder
Hardback 9781474605823 | $32.99 
Ebook 9781474605847 | $14.99 | W&N  

Jakop is a lonely man. 

Divorced from his wife, with no friends apart 
from his constant companion Pelle, he spends 
his life attending the funerals of people he 
doesn’t know, obscuring his identity in a web of 
improbable lies. 

As his addiction to storytelling spirals out of 
control, he is forced to reconcile his love of 
language and stories with the ever more urgent 
need for human connection.

JOSTEIN GAARDER was born in Oslo in 
1952. Sophie’s World, the first of his books to 
be published in English, has been translated 
into 60 languages and has sold over 40 
million copies.  He is the author of many other 
bestselling, beloved novels and children’s 
books.
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Brooke Preston, Caitlin Kunkel, 
Carrie Wittmer, Fiona Taylor 
Location: USA

Niviaq Korneliussen 
Location: Greenland

CRIMSON
Niviaq Korneliussen
Trade Paperback 9780349010557 | $27.99   
Ebook 9780349010540 | $14.99 |  Virago 

In Nuuk, Greenland . . . 

Fia breaks up with her long-term boyfriend 
and falls for Sara.

Sara is in love with Ivik who holds a deep 
secret and is about to break promises.  

Ivik struggles with gender dysphoria as their 
friends become addicted to social media, 
listen to American pop music and get blind 
drunk in downtown bars and uptown house 
parties. 

Inuk also has something to hide – it will 
take him beyond his limits, to madness, 
while Arnaq, the party queen, pulls the 
strings of manipulation, and brings a web of 
relationships to a shocking crescendo. 

NIVIAQ KORNELIUSSEN started writing 
in 2013 and is the winner of many writing 
competitions in Greenland.

NEW EROTICA FOR 
FEMINISTS 
Brooke Preston, Caitlin Kunkel, 
Carrie Wittmer, Fiona Taylor
Hardback 9781473691162 | $22.99 
Ebook 9781473691179 | $12.99 | Sceptre

He calls me into his office and closes the 
door . . . to promote me. He promotes me again 
and again. I am wild with ecstasy.

Your boss gives you a pay rise, the hotshot 
producer recognises your talents, the pizza 
delivery guy hopes you’ve got a box-set to 
watch with your extra-large pizza. Prepared to 
be satisfied . . . at last.

Sometimes a plumber is just a plumber. Get 
what you really want this year with dozens of 
literary quickies to tantalise and titillate even 
the world-weariest feminist.
 
BROOKE PRESTON, CAITLIN KUNKEL, 
CARRIE WITTMER and FIONA TAYLOR 
are satirists and comedy writers who run the 
website, The Belladonna. 
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Tracy Borman 
Location: London, UK

Michael Parkinson 
Location: Surrey, UK

GEORGE BEST: A MEMOIR  
Michael Parkinson
Trade Paperback 9781473675759 | $32.99 
Ebook 9781473675742 | $14.99 | Hodder & Stoughton 

One of the most famous footballers of all time, 
George Best is an icon to football fans all over 
the world. He lived a tumultuous life, and 
died in 2005 after battling with alcoholism. 
He is someone who has crossed over into 
legend status, with his personal life sometimes 
overshadowing his footballing prowess. 

Michael Parkinson combines his professional 
and personal knowledge of George with his 
classic and much-loved writing style to produce 
a new and interesting biography of a football and 
cultural icon.

MICHAEL PARKINSON is one of the most 
successful journalists of his generation. He wrote 
a sports column for the Sunday Times for 15 
years and has also written for the Telegraph. He 
is also a legendary TV and radio presenter – his 
long-running chat show Parkinson was hugely 
popular for many years.

HENRY VIII AND THE MEN 
WHO MADE HIM 
Tracy Borman
Trade Paperback 9781473649897 | $32.99 
Ebook 9781473649903 | $14.99 | Hodder & Stoughton   

Henry VIII is well-known for his tumultuous 
relationships with women, and he is often defined 
by his many marriages. But what do we see if 
we take a different look? When we see Henry 
through the men in his life, a new perspective on 
this famous king emerges . . .

In this fascinating and often surprising new 
biography, Tracy Borman reveals Henry’s 
personality in all its multi-faceted, contradictory 
glory.

TRACY BORMAN is joint Chief Curator of 
Historic Royal Palaces and Chief Executive of the 
Heritage Education Trust. She studied and taught 
history at the University of Hull and was awarded 
a PhD in 1997. Tracy is a regular broadcaster and 
public speaker, giving talks on her books across 
the UK and abroad.

/BooksWithHeartANZ@BooksWithHeart
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GIRLS OF PAPER AND 
FIRE  
Natasha Ngan
Trade Paperback 9781473692190 | $19.99  
Ebook 9781473692213 | $11.99  
Hodder & Stoughton

Each year, eight beautiful girls are chosen as 
Paper Girls to serve the king. It’s the highest 
honour they could hope for . . . and the most 
demeaning. This year, there’s a ninth. And 
instead of paper, she’s made of fire.

Over weeks of training in the opulent but 
oppressive palace, Lei, a member of the 
persecuted paper caste, and eight other girls 
learn the skills and charm that befit a king’s 
consort. There, Lei does the unthinkable – she 
falls in love. Her forbidden romance becomes 
enmeshed with an explosive plot that 
threatens her world’s entire way of life. Lei, 
still the wide-eyed country girl at heart, must 
decide how far she’s willing to go for justice 
and revenge.

NATASHA NGAN is part young-adult author, 
part yoga teacher, part habitual nap-taker. 
She studied Geography at the University of 
Cambridge and later worked as a fashion 
blogger, social media consultant and freelance 
writer. Natasha recently moved to Paris, where 
she likes to imagine she drifts stylishly from 
brasserie to brasserie, notepad in one hand 
and wine glass in the other. In reality, she 
mostly spends her time lost on the metro and 
offending locals with her French.

Memoirs of a Geisha meets 
The Selection in this stunning 
YA fantasy novel. Perfect for 
fans of Renée Ahdieh, Laini 
Taylor and Sabaa Tahir.

Natasha Ngan 
Location: Paris, France
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Tony Mitton 
and Mike Redman 
Location: Cambridge, UK

Enid Blyton 
and Becky Cameron 
Location: Oxfordshire, UK

A CHRISTMAS CAROL
Tony Mitton and Mike Redman
Hardback 9781408351673 | $24.99  
Ebook 9781408355411 | $21.99  
Orchard Books

Mean old Ebenezer Scrooge hates everything. 
Even Christmas! Until, one frosty Christmas 
Eve, Scrooge receives a visit from three ghostly 
spirits who whisk him away on a magical 
journey through past, present and future . . . 
melting Scrooge’s frozen heart, as he discovers 
the transformative power of kindness along the 
way.

Introduce even the youngest of children to this 
timeless story with this magical picture book 
retelling.

Highly respected poet TONY MITTON has 
written many titles for children. In 2014, Tony 
won the prestigious CLPE Poetry Award for his 
retelling of Wayland.

MIKE REDMAN alongside his work in book 
illustration is a visual development artist in the 
film industry. He lives in Bristol.

TREASURY OF BEDTIME 
STORIES
Enid Blyton and Becky Cameron
Hardback 9781444939941 | $49.99  
Hodder Children’s Books

A stunning treasury of favourite bedtime stories 
from one of the world’s best-loved storytellers. 
With gorgeous full-colour illustrations by Becky 
Cameron throughout, this special book is a gift 
to treasure forever.

Each short story stands alone and takes the 
reader on a brand new adventure. Meet a host of 
magic and memorable characters, brought to life 
by Becky Cameron’s charming illustrations.

ENID BLYTON’s books have sold over 500 
million copies and have been translated into 
other languages more often than any other 
children’s author.

BECKY CAMERON is a British author and 
illustrator. She completed an MA in Children’s 
Book Illustration with Distinction at the 
prestigious Cambridge School of Art. 
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Pat-a-Cake 
Location: UK

Howard Calvert 
and Claudia Boldt 
Location: Hampshire, UK

CLAP HANDS: 
HERE COME THE LLAMAS
Pat-a-Cake and Laura Hambleton
Board Book 9781526381910 | $15.99  
Pat-a-Cake

Clap hands and play with this brand new range 
of exciting toddler touch-and-feel books!   
Here Come the Llamas is a playful touch-and-
feel book full of energy, fun and of course, lots 
of cute llamas! 

Toddlers will laugh, shout, clap their hands 
and join in the fun as the simple text 
encourages them to point, count, match and 
talk about the friendly, fluffy pals playing on 
every page.

PAT-A-CAKE takes you and your child on a 
magical journey. From sharing the very first 
baby book to watching your little one read all 
by themselves.
 
The adventure begins here . . . 

 

LOTS OF FROGS
Howard Calvert and Claudia Boldt
Hardback 9781444939644 | $24.99  
Ebook 9781444939668 | $21.99  
Hodder Children’s Books

Tommy Fox has a box – a box full of frogs. And 
when they all jump out at school, that’s when 
the fun begins! There is chaos in the classroom 
and hijinks in the hall. Can Tommy get the 
frogs back in the box?

As a child, HOWARD CALVERT was a big 
Richard Scarry fan, and still considers Lowly 
Worm a close confidante. He now writes his 
own children’s books, mainly while on the train, 
and in 2015 was runner-up in the Greenhouse 
Funny Prize.

CLAUDIA BOLDT attended the Glasgow 
School of Art, and then Kingston University, 
London, where she graduated with her 
Masters in Illustration in 2007. Claudia was a 
winner of the Booktrust Best New Illustrators 
Award.
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David Almond  
and David Litchfield 
Location: Bath, UK

Ryan T. Higgins 
Location: Maine, USA

WAR IS OVER
David Almond and David Litchfield
Hardback 9781444946574 | $26.99   
Hodder Children’s Books

John’s an ordinary Tyneside lad and he’s 
desperate for peace. His dad is fighting in the 
trenches and his mam works in the town’s 
munitions factory. John meets a German boy, 
Jan, who is just like himself; they play war 
games in the woods beyond the town, and see 
the ugliness of weapons contrasting with the 
beauty of the world around them.

John dreams of a better, more beautiful world. 
His dreams will speak to all of us, and his 
questions will resonate with children of today.

DAVID ALMOND is the author of 
Skellig, My Name is Mina, Counting Stars, 
The Savage, Island, A Song for Ella Grey 
and The Colour of the Sun. 

DAVID LITCHFIELD’s first picture book, 
The Bear and the Piano, won the Waterstones 
Children’s Book Prize. 

SANTA BRUCE
Ryan T. Higgins
Hardback 9781484782903 | $32.99  
Disney-Hyperion

Bruce is a lot of things. He is a bear. He is a 
grump. He is a pretty decent cook. And he is a 
mother.

One thing Bruce is not?

Santa Claus.

But that doesn’t stop the whole forest from lining 
up to give him their Christmas wishes when he 
becomes the victim of mistaken identity – again.

Award-winning author-illustrator Ryan T. 
Higgins delivers another hilarious story about 
this bear who just can’t catch a break.

RYAN T. HIGGINS is an author-illustrator 
residing in Southern Maine. He has wanted 
to be a cartoonist since as far back as he can 
remember. Ryan’s first picture book, Wilfred, 
was named a 2013 Wanda Gág Read Aloud 
Honor Book.
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